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Turning Totems® is a 3x5 reel slot with scattered Thunder Snake symbols 
that transform the reels into Thunder Reels. All Sleeping Wilds on a Thunder 
Reel will turn wild. Thunder Reel activations also grant re-spins. Once three 
or more Thunder Reels are active the player is rewarded with a 5 Free Spin 

Bonus game.  

Turning Totems®

 

Features
Bonus game with Free Spins
Thunder Reels
Sleeping Wilds
Win Two Ways

Clouds are gathering, just one more Thunder Snake symbol 
in the following re-spin to trigger Free Spins.

Understanding the game

Thunder Snake & Thunder Reels

The Thunder Snake is a scatter symbol that turns the reel 
it lands on into a Thunder Reel.  All Sleeping Wilds on a 
Thunder Reel wakes up and become wild. A Thunder Reel 
activation will grant a Re-spin.

Bonus game

Awake them all!

Summary

Game Cover

The Sleeping Wild acts 
as a normal symbol 
until it turns Wild.

Win Two Ways

All wins pay in both directions.

The bonus game starts when at 
least 3 or more Thunder Reels 
are active and consists of 5 Free 
Spins. All active Thunder Reels 
will remain so until the bonus 
game is over.

Dry and hot as a desert (literally) and not a 
cloud in sight, luckily where the rainmaker 
goes rain will soon follow! Spin the totems 
and release the true power of thunder to see 
the sleeping wilds awake.

As the saying goes after sunshine, comes rain!
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Game Pulse

Excitement - 9 Endurance - 4 Session Volatility - 5

Excitement - Frequency of exciting events
Endurance - Number of rounds for money
Session Volatility - Difference in RTP from one session to another
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Awake them all!

The Rush

Turning Totems®
Game Cover

The Little Chief is dancing, the rain has started to pour and every spin is a potential big win, 
welcome to the Bonus Game. Now go and trigger the 4th Thunder Reel and big wins are more or 
less a guarantee. Trigger the 5th to Awake them all and unleash the true potential of the  
(Sleeping) wild. 

Game Science

Gameround  Bet multiplier  Hit freq. 
Big win   15-30   1 in 209 
Mega win   30-60   1 in 251 
Ultra win   60+   1 in 465
Big win or better  15+   1 in 92 

Default min/max bet €   0.10 / 100
Min Free round cost €  0.10

Hit freq. features    
Re-spin   1 in 8
Free spins   1 in 103

RTP 
Total   96.1%  

Game ID: tk-s1-g7   Hit freq. = 30.8%  Pay lines = 11 (Bothways)

Max exposure = €100 000 with a bet of €100 


